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,The_Imoortance of the Process of SelectingFaculty.

There is humor.in the following statement to.the7eitent that the

-

process of.selectini members ofthe faculty is important.

.6r *
...the last opportunity to change a College is
the day.before the first fa ty"member is
hired. (Baccheitif P.

Institutions of higher education ar. Ht'terms of economics
G,

`labor intensive. From thls fact "deiive' Mareoftheproblemsi'chaI-
,,

lenges and unique sources of'strength of these institutions.1, Labor

intensive endeavors depend heavily for success_on the caliber and
.
good intention of the people inv6lved in the centrEq. activitieS. It

is not surprising then, to find.that scholars of eduCation emphasize

the prime importanceof the process by which members of the faculty

are selected for engagem in educational endeayors.

No decisi
College:.
tional p
mine th

involved in the governance of a
aff ct the quality of.the educa-

more than those: that deter
f the faculty. (Corson, p, 101).

ogram
makeu

. tea her selection is the fulcrum on which
the ccess of the...educational system rests.

p. 186)

areful-seIection,procedures for instruc-
_to s and professors are prerequisite:to fuI-

the mission of the_institutioniii
rnheimer, 117)

.Z.

A cent
'cial infle..
that must
to increas
Strength:
education

th
' liberty
grotrii

al problem and challenge widely,recognized is the finan -.
ility that results fiom the high proportion of revenues
commited to salaries coupled' with the limited abilities,

productivity. Less widely recognized is the following
Since the central endeavors othose involved in higher

are in, what may be termed broadly, the human development
/heavy reliance on human resources and the dignity and
use individuals are (more or less) accorded,-provides the
for eduifetional valued:
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is mIrprising'is that,. a,aS far as we have bee able to deter
.

mine, the quantity and thoroughness of the literature on the process

of faculty selection does not patch what would be ekpectaa, for a topic-,

Of such recognized importance. the literature pertaining to faculty,-

selection, likeC=rays, provides a sw of the skeleton 0f cogent

. .

selection practices: The reason for this limitation may be due'td

limiations in the practices theniselves though.this is by no means

universally the case.

-ro

When compared with the processes obtaining
-

in-many business firms, government agencies,
and professionalenterprises, the prevailing
process of hiring faculty_is amateurish and
marked by.the use of overly,subjective cri

'teria by inexperienced .department head
(Corson, p. 192)

Cdrson draws a distinction between membership in .:a faculty and

employmentlbY a firm; He maintains that_theZeIection ofSculty
.

.....,- ....

. -

differs from the selection of an employee:
...;

1 .

The'Process is substanti ide icaI in
the concern of the" dectsiorimaker, aa to the

basic of the individual'...; it is
similar in terms of the evaluation of the
individual's' training for the work to be under /

takeh; but it differs,in terms of the appraisal
of the individual's goals and commitment.
(Corson, p. 101)

/
This\s\ uggests that:there is-much;;io be gained fro:hi a judiciously con7

ducteci\examination of other IiTteitatures on ssIection foradaptation.

to the pi7cess of .faculty selection:
.

\

\

\
. .

2Corson utlines his view of the prevailing processes on pages
190191. °the outlines of current practices Can be found by

referring to'Bo
Kn

eimer etal, pp. 118, 124; Diekager; Poort; Shawl;
University of. Fl ida; and Knowles.

. ,



The aim of this paper to synthesise from the literature on.

facuIti selection, and the literature _pertaining to public school

teacher seIecticinrbusiness,andigovernment.agencie4 a more in

depth and Comprehensive thode for the selection of faculty.

The term'modell,ha'S many senses and uses. It is often used

with the meaning 'protd-Itheory' or"pseudoltheory', ag in

.tion models?: It' is often used with the, meaning. Iparadigml:or

'idealizatipn,. It is oiten used in a way that mixes at least

these two meanings. In this paper the term is used in the sense.

_ ''

of idealization. The model developed is not to be taken too

literally. It is tot designed to. be. employed inbookbook fashion.

, -

Rather:it is designed to highlight, schematically, important

variables and interrelationships among components of the selection,.

process in order to provide a heuristic device to guide those con

ducting unique selection processes fitzd'to.unique instructional

needs and context .

s,



The Propa

Phase : Prerecruitment

First steps are not always, the most difficult Aar are they

always the most important. But without them no'oneever gets any
/

where <on foot). And if we set oUrselves in the wrong direction we
,.- ,

, - . ,',-,

waste energy and resources setting, our course aright. This -analogy

applies to the aelection process. A thoughtful and thoroughlicon
,

e.

ducted prereCrUitment, phase is of central_impprtance-tp 1,114 success

of the selectipn PrOCess..

purpioee of this step is to determine needs for NOtions to

-accomplish institutional aims. This requires a clear, mincontrover

sial. statement of,what the mission and paid of the educational-
,

endeavors.are and documentation of need:from a planning unit.

Steil' 2: "Job" Analysis

The first part of "job" analysis consists of situation anal, is.

Bolton lists three classes of situational factors that influence the

nature of a faculty position that require analysis. In adapted form

these are: (1) student and community characteristics, These include

such items as the interests, attitudes, abilities, motivation, trprale

and prior learning of the students, and the atmosphere of the community:

in regard to the institution. (2) Administration atiaracteristics

iAclude such items as the orientation to change , ability and interests
.

in supporting faculty, human relations and organizational dkillL

3The_baSic. outline for the model is adapted film. Bolton: Refer.

- .to_Appendikl for an understanding:af the'relatiO%ship of the model

selection process to other; organizational functimso



:(3) doLleage characterittics include such items as general morale,

_attitude .toward _newcomers and, _change, willingness to aid new faculty

and iriliingnesi to planprograms dooperatively._

The second part of "job" analysis consists of'a position analysis.

The purpose of a specific position analysis
is to gather and analyze data about the
position to identify what is important to
tpachingsubCeSsfully in that situation,
identity how-the important aspects can be.
measured., communicate-to prospective new
teachers the majOr and minor aspects of the
ipoS±tion4' and infer what information might
be collecedto help predict...succesS...
in the,job. "(Bolton, p. 5) -.

This requires drawing heavily 'an information from the evaluation

process. It is important to be neAher too-specific nor.,too gen=

. ,

eral in developing a position analysis. The qualificatibpS must be

demonsttably relevant,ytt not so, restrictive as to foreclose the

exercise.of professional judgement. The analysis should produce the

data for the.scregning-of applicants and evaluation of candidates.

Steb,

The seIecidon package incotporates,Ah documented form, the
.

r

results of the"previous steps. The package -baked form around a basic
'.. ,

,
'"---,__ .

tiMe-table that specifies the what, who, wheni where, and -how .of what

is.to oc ur. Aid information, including "salary range"deaving_suf=
) .

.0

ficient "degrees of freedom," and all form% prepared for appliants
,

and candidates should be included at the approiiriaste points., All

_

forms to be used by the.seIection grOup should b(included at the

appropriate points Os well,.0.tpecified evaIuationaids.

elm J14' am. e)1-and Final Reviews

. The entire package should be submitted and circulated for

final checks and revisions- to insurscompliance with. affirmative



action guidelines as Well as to insure the adecluacy of the total

Phase24._ Recruitment.
".

The substance of this phase is to engage in thoSe efforts which

will produce a high quality diverse set of applications'from all

relevant populations.,The careful conduct of this phase is particu=

larly important in relationship to affirmative action compliance.-

Phase 3:- -App-

Step 3.=;. - ! .
( The screening process begins- when all eligible applications-

have been received. The applixations are studied to determine which

among them'aatisfy basic criteria.: When this has been achieved those

not qualifying shouid'be immediately notified that -they have not been

admitted to candidacy for the position. The involvement of indivi=

duals who are close to the'position to be, fined is,particularly

rtant here, as is the involvement of the indiiiduaI who will be

the immediate supervisor of the person to be employed. The tecommenda=

tory role of those involvedin this'step should.be made clear:

Those Wholo meet basic criteria are notified that they have been

admitted .to candidacy for the position and-the fUg. range of materials

supporting theinavidual's candidacy is reqdbeied.

Stexamination of Candidates_'.

When full documentation is received it is analyzed and evaluated

*according to estaplished guidelines. The Iist of prime ciindidates is

'Quality' as usednere may bedefined,by::auch variables 6.0_1nUM=

'here applicants meeting basic qualifications,' 'number of .applicants

With substantial ,strengths in required qualification:areasi!, etc.



fornulated and the in-person motion is arranged. The examina-,.4

prrocedes,through those examination activities formulated in the

selection paCkage.
.

Step 4: -,Reference and Finsl-GheCks

This step.has as its aim the collection. of all final informa-

tion required for the eV4luation Of the candidates. Summary docu-

ments Should be attached to the candidates' files when all items-are

complete. Such files may'be termed 'evaluation packages' and form

the basis for the next step.

Step

After all the evaluation packages have'been prepare hey are

Aystematically studied and evaluated.'

Step 6: Fin
6

al' Reviews and Consultations

After the evaluation packages, have, tieen completed, the reaultS

are reviewed and the final discussioils and consultations are held.

The result of these reviews and consultations are the concluding

step.





Appendix 2

.Pre- recruitment Phase Guidelines
,

Exberpted,Srom W. A: D'iekager.

ACADEMICC ERIA FOR SELECTION
;

.

Vn) th sis the: research" studies reviewed
appears t there 'is' fiat sufficient evidence to sup-
port or reject the hypatheSis that the muter c
course."6"-in. professional edizeation* an indicator of
teaching'-'success or that grades in professional educa-
tion cotirSes are indicators of,,,,t eaching s'iacceds

It was determined that there'sis "a positive and sig-
nificant correlation between the, number of subject
matter courses taken,. grades in sUbAect matter courses,.
and teachizig success. , °L; ,

'\ The research_ evidence 'showed "thaticommunication
skills suchas Verbal.ability, oral ncabulary, writ-
ten_ vocabulary, a.nd,being well -read are, strong
'indicators of teaching siaccess.'. ; . ".

The.-research finding .relative to -intelligence test
scores do not "have erg:114h consistency to, sUpflort, the
hypOthesis that iriteLti4ence scores can be utilized
as predictors of teaching success.. -:- .

It appears that, there is a positiie but not ,signi-
ficant 'relationship betWeensucoessful teaching and
the number of years of teaching experience. The rela-

, tionahip is strongest during the °first years
teaching experience and then decreases." (pp. 1E18-189)

PERSONAL CRITERIA

"...it appears: hat age is. not a predictor nor .

factor in successful. teaching. Hotriever, there .is=
substantial evidence to support the .hypothesis that
a faculty should be kept balineed in terms of age of
the teachers.. .

It appears thEtt there is not Sufficient research
evidence to Support or reject the hypothesis that_
cultural background is a'predictor- or indic,a-tor of .

teaching, suc'c'ess, -

The research evidence strongly, supported the hypo-
thesid.that teachers 'should be selected from a broad
and diverse geographical backgrouiid or residence:_

It was 'determined that there is little relation-
ship between health and 'teaching success.

It appears that marital status is not, a determining
factor in teaching success unless' the position of
beilig married, single, divorced, or widowed. is pro
dUcing 'emotional turmoil within the' individual,





The consensus of the research findings suggested
,...that the personalityof the teacher is the most impor

tant gactor in teaching` success; however, "personality"

.t' he iterion of. "personality,_" the research evidence

is so the. most difficult of the selection cri.
ter a to'clefinet measure, and evaluate. Also, within

.

Crtsuggests that those 'aspects of the personality which
.appear .to be the best predictors of teaching succes
are also the very ones wick are most difficult to
measure or ascertain. ,. . .

Although the research evidence' did)mat'indicate that
sex is a determining factor in teachei success, it is
cotisidered to be .a good practice to,keep a...faculty
balanced in terms of the number of male and female
-teacher;6"

Appendix 3

Recruitment Phase Guidelines

A. Guidelines Excerpted 'ram: W. A. Diekager.

PROCEDURES FOR SELECTION

,"Job descriptionsand job specifications appear to
be extremely valuable proceduies in selection of teachers.
The research evidence suggested that job descriptions be
used to define the nature of the job position and that,
job specifications be usedto define the qualities -or
characteristics needed by the individual who will fill
ihe_ijob position. -

Tht research evidence has demonstrated that a recruit.
ment program ,needy to be carefully,planned and defined,
preferably in written forth. Applicantsstouid be re
cruited from as many sources as possible. After locating
prospective candidates, aggressive action should be taken
when inducing or persuading_the prospective applicant to
seek employment activity. Recruitment.procedures need to
be carried on throughout the school year on a continuous

basis. There appears to be a substantial need in this
area for research'thit would correlate specific recruit
ment practices with later evaluations of good or bad
teaching.

The research findings showed that the application form
is the most commonly used procedure for collecting infor,
mation on:teacher applicants. The application forth should

be designed to fit the needs of the local school system
and may legally elicit any information except that which
is related to race or religion.

The research suggested that references and recommenda
tions Should be used as a selection procedure, but with
caution. The available evidenceshowed that using "guide=
lines" and "rating scales" in writing recommendations
improves the validity and reliability of thereferences
to a substantial degree. Formal training of the selection



officials who read letters of reference or recommenda-
tion also increases the Slue of thiS instrument. (p. 21).

The research findings related to interviewing...
suppoit the-Aollowing...(a) The interview is a wicWly.

.used teacher Selection procedure being used' by 99,..9 per=
cent of the nation school systbmg. (b)- The interviewer
needs to define the purpose, structure; technique, "and'
length of. the interview Which.he proposes to ,use. (c)
Interviewers need to be properly. trained: A recoil-
mended_training program utilizes audio and visual
recording devices. (d) The use of a model or stimuli -

elicits -a greater amount of information from the inter-
Based on the.' research evidence reviewed.,_ it.

appears that the interview is -a valuable procedure;:.._
tri.. The' readarchr.. that-,,observatiorr,ofi'a, teacher

didate is a strongly recommended procedute.'bUt sel-
dom used... .

The evidence Showed that. written exams are not
widely used... .

The information and data collected... should' be
evaluated as -objectively 'as possible. Devices such ,
as."qmalification profiles" and "rating, scales" help"
convert the information and data to graphic or miner-
ical illustrations. A group or conlilattee...will pro-
vide evaluations of greater'vali.d.ity arid reliability
than U' only one individual is 'responsible for the
total evaluation.

Eligibility lists, either ranked or unranked, pro- -
vide a systematic method of recording information
concerning potential candidates. The research find-

,ings suggested that the legal- aspEcts...need to be
adhered to." (pp.. 191=195)

Guidelines Ilccerpted from Milton M. Mandell.
-toe

SOURCES OF INFORMATION SELECTION

"The application blank.
The interview.
Tests: general irrteLligence, knowledge, aptitude,

performance,'"interests, and personality.
Reference checking.
Physical exam. -

Follow=up before completion of conditional employ-
ment period.

Appraisal during training.
Evaluation during temporary or part-time employ-

ment.
Special work assignments.
Credit and police record checks.

=Appraisal of job performance and potential."

. .



NO PAT'kNSWERSTO PROBLEMS OF SELECTION

"The complexity_ of jobs and of ,human beings_ defies

those who seek easy cheap answers to the problems

of selection. successfulpeople in the same'positipn
are the pfoduct of a variety of Molds and are sucass
ful for a-variety of reasons... ." (p. 23)

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF RELIABLE METHODS

"In general, we can haVe most confidence in 'our-
selection when we see the employee actually perform
the job under circumstances which are as normal as

possible. "

=
:114xt andalmost equal,in val4e,is perfcaPm41,1,oe Pn

a job, in'tliesathe 'organizational environme nt; that
is different only in degree fr., the job to be filled.

Performance tests whickt .11-, represent the impor=
detaids-Made by the job, and which can be

objectively Pcored, probably are nekt in valUe, while
biographic4 information blanks may be.nearly as good.

Teats of specialized knowledge for professional jobs,

and aptitude tests fOr...jobs with -little emphasis on

interpersonal relations... .

Intelligence tests... .

InterviewP...will remain at the bottom as long as
untrained employees_ whose capacity as interviewers has

never been evaluated... ._
...reference inquires, their varying quality elimi

nates...evaIuation of their general validity... ." (p. 20

JOB 'DESCRIPTION TECH1TQUES

"Observation or time budget Studies of actual activities

Interviews with current job holderS _ .

Questionnaires to. get information on activity rele
vance, importance, time spent and level of difficulty

Daisies
Critical incident reports to givp insight into effec

tive behavior." (pp. 56-59)

JOB DESCRIPTION DATA NEEDS

"Amount arid type of auPervision received
Extent of responsibility
Need for (and opportunity-to use) initiative
Necespari background and knowledge
Degree to which alertness is important
Judgement factors
Level of dexterity caned for
Standards of accuracy
Tools and equipment used
Production standards
Working conditions
Physical demands" (p. 60)

3'1



"What does the employee do?
How does he do it?
What is-the end product or the objective of the job?.
What standards are used inevaluating performance?
'What qualities characterize the superVisor and the

employees in the work unit?" (p. 61) ,-

CRITERIA FOR. JOB ANNOUNCEMNI'S

"Keep the length to a minimum by removing non-
differentiating or :overlapping items, items about things
post employment training would compensate for, items
that narrow applicants too much, and items that 'are
desirable but not necessary.

Use three types of qualtfications: e4minators1.,.

eliminators and stIectOri; and seIectOrs4 .-J

Consider qualities needed for advancement.'
Include performance factors.
Maintain a balance between personal traits appti-

tudes, learning ability and knowledge in stating.
desired qualities.

Mention specialized'criteria with caution.
Consider training possibilities.'
Emphasize the organizational environment and

structure." (pp. 91-95)

CRITERIA FOR APPLICATION FORMS

"...should elicit,sufficient accurate information
that the Ieast'likeli applicants can be eliminated by
reviewing its contents, dthout additional screening:
and with a minimum of errors, while the same infor-
mation can be the basis for further evaluation of those
who survive- ...fewer people are willing to lie by
errors of Commission than by errors of omission.

Complete coverage'Of the major catewies of infor-
mation obtainable through aPplication forms will in-
crease validity at, gvery selection stage...aItheugh..f,
a time consuming foril introduced too early will dis-
courage many desirable applicants... ." (pp. 158-182)

INTERVIEW LIMITATIONS

"Interviews-as typically conducted result in exten-
sive inferences from limited data by people who often
are not qualified by experience or training in this art.
...An inherent weakness is its artificial setting, away
from the wbrkpIace." (p._187)

DESIRABLE QUALITIES -FOR INTERVIEWERS

"...a thorough knowledge of the jobs for which he is
interviewing, a knowledge best derived from experience

1 5



lin performing or supervising the work or..4froM,analyzing

the job and the background of those who have done we3.1

land poorly on it. r

s. O rblooded objectivity 'is; a more_ appropriate atti=ia

.tude the interviewer wheitche starts to analyze
results, although he needs warmth to establish a qiick
relationship with the applicant... jThose who tend toward.

sobjectivity and.think critically, systematitaIly, and

lanalytically are the most likely to be sacc ssful
interviewers, although their critical-ability has to
be masked by a non-critical attitude during the interview.

Those who associate with and have eXperience with
people who hate a variety of backgrounds andcharac-
t§ristics are likely to be good'interviewers...

For-sbme professional and administrative positions,
high-level intelIigence.;.in the interviewer is essen=

tial; , i . -

An interviewer needs recent extensive acquaintance
with people similar in age and occupation to those

being interviewed. -,4

An interviewer with experience is better than one

without, assuming the quality of his performance has

been aetisfactory. .

Overtalkative people make pqor interviewers.
Qpinionated people make poor interviewers:0 " (pp. 189-190)

WAYS OF IMPROVING INTERVIEWING METHODS

"Analyses of observed or recorded interviews.
Queries to applicants...on their opinions of the

interview." (p. 193),

T!PES OF INTERVIEWS
:

"Preliminary: 'Usually three to five minutes in dura=
tion; aimed at seeing if further interviews or evallia-

tionl.testing, etc. is wortanihiIe. These are a poor

screening device: '

Job and Probing Question: The candidate,is dace-a

questions relevant to job duties and situations. The

advantage is content relation. The disadvantage is

that it encourages overlooking personality factors.
Stress: Interimptions, criticisms, long.silences

after candidate answers, and other devices are used

to induce stress. The devices shouldbe employed
during the middle of an intervid! The technique

nay not-be related to_ behavior under "real" stress.

Background Information Interviews, The emphasis

is on learning what experiences he has faced and what

he has done in these situationsr as the best indica- -

torof what he will do. ...The method demands a more

mature understand g- of human behavior and development...
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because it `emphasizes an analytical rather than-,,..
impressionistic evaluation of the extensive matrial,
that is obtained.

Discussions This type is si,mildr to "the backgro
interview but- is significantly different in that it
is. not systematic or comprehensive, no set ,questions
are tsked, and the emphtsis is on analysis-of ippres-

sinus, not facts. ...it may faiLto cover significant
portions of the applicants background.

Group Oral Performance! A group of applicants ar0

been at one time...and interactWith.each othor....This
provides an approximation of some actual job situations.
Such an interview has the advantages of a longer
observation period per individual, that raters' inter-

. actions do not interfere, that it Provideva direct.
comparison of candidates and that it produces nore'
spontaneous thus more charadteristic behtvior.
weakness are that raters may be misled by_the general
quality of the grouPi .This type should be used in .-

conjunction with AR individual interview: " (pp. 195.20)

PREPARATION FOR INTERVIEWING

"ChoOstng the appropriate types of interviews.
Plotting the area to be covered on the basis or

a thorough study of the job requirementS.
Determining the number of interviewers and.,-if more

than one, determining whether'they will conduct the
interview as a panel or separately.

Reviewing; all. the information available on each can-.
didate in advanbe so that factors needing emphasis' can

be predetermined.
Deciding on the administrative arrangements, incIu

the.place to hold the interview and, it's aPpi-oximate length.h

(P. 204)

INTERVIEWING MISTAKES'

"Indulging in sheer discourtesy and rudeness... .

Jumping to conclusiOns before the intervie4 has
proceeded very far; continuing to ask questions but no

longer listening. ;

Meohanically,asking every applicant the same,_questiOns
and not following up his answers.

Accepting what is said at face value without probing
to dete.1111ma its meaning or accuracy.

,
Leaving unexplored gaps in the applUants' work and

educational history.,
Allowing the applicant td guide and'take over the

interview. .

Asking, leading questions slid hinting -at .the dpsired

answers.
Being shy to ask questions about:family and

work-adjustment problems.

\



Depe on memorST, not notes, for r membering impor.r.

tart. facts or taking too many notes).
Feeling sorry for the Applicant and gushing in to

ask other questions when he hesitates r attempting to

counsel him).
Failing, to ask those questions tha would call forth

revealing answers or wording such que ions poorly.
Appearingto be so critical or co d that the appli

cant! "clams" up instead of openmng up.
Expedting the applicant to "sell" himself when the

organizations' needs may be greater than his.
Failing to observe such nonverbal, clues as nervous

gestures;, voice changes, and obvious hesitation and
to relateithese cluds to the subject being discussed."
(pp. 212=213)

4.
C. Guidelines gxcerpted from Interns :Revenue Service.
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. A

.REV1gWtING JOB REQUIREMENTS AND ESTABLI NG. SETZCTION mityRIA

"Job'reqUirementS inolude.such categories as: (1) know
ledge (such as.the knowledge training methodologies);

11
(2) skills (such as the ,skill ,developing_ performance i

measures); (3) abilities (sue ,as the ability to
coordinate programs); (4) personal characteristics (such
as the characteristic of independende). ,

-

The product of your review should be 4 list of those.
job/requirements that describe a superior employee... .

ThiS is the base data upon which the seIedtion criteria
ari developed." You may find it heiPfui to arrange the
job requirements into broad categories: (1) general
abilities==abilities generally considered basic to-
all training positions, e.g., the ability to work
independently; training and learning specialist abili
tiesabilities directly related. to training 'or learning
process, e.g. the ability to instruct; (3) program
management, administration and consultation abilities--
abilitieS relaNd. to the nature and scope of the
program responsibilities of the position and the
nature of work relationships, e4:, management of course
development activitieb.

You must decide which of 'those listed will be bri=
ticaI in,the selection process. ...you might ask the
following quesiions... . (I) Is it reasonable to

-expect candidates to possess this ability considering
.the grade level of the pdsition? '(2) Is the ability
so elementary that it is highly probable that all can.-
'didates'wilI possess it or can.easily acquire it once
selected? (3) is it highly probable that the best
candidate will still be selected if this ability is
ignored in the selection process? .

As a general rule you should wirte five to ten
criteria." :(pp.'6-7)
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,"Behavioral indicators should be written for each

selection criterion. Behavioral indicators are state

ments of 'Specifier-observable, behaviort that candidates

flho meet a selection cxerion are J-tke-Lv to_ exhibit.
The specification of "action verbs" is the key to

a behavioral.indicator. For example, ,,for a knowledge_

criterion; deffiles, describes,*identifies, lists, or
outlines.- For an, evaIustimi criterion; appraises, com

.c pares, concIudesl-contrasts, criticizes, dSscribest
1discriminates, justifies, interprets, or supports." (pp.

smeTING INTERvrem TECHNIQUES

111The techniques art dictated by the selection criteria
and their behavioral indicators For example, for a know
ledge criterion with behavioral indidators as notedf dir
ect questions such as "What is meant-by...?" will suffice.

For an evaluation criterion with behavioral indicators
as noted, simulations such as "What would be your cri
tique of these presentations?" are ist appropriate."
(pp, 1012):



Appendix

Evaluation Phase .GuiideliiieS.

.18

Guidelines Excerpted from Mandel, The Selection Process

. Eva illation -requires not only understanding the
applicant but also relating this understand#g to the
needs_ of the-organization, comparing applicants who
are diatinctly different, .and then predicting the
behayior of a stranger...oar a future whose .character-L.
istics can be only dimly

EVALUATION GurommEs

Is the candidate stild growing? Has he 'reached his
peak? Or is he an the way down?

Are the, reasons for hia 'past successes or failurea
still relevant? °' '

Are his abilities, temperament, interests, and
__attitudes consistent with each other or in conflict?

, Does he have_personal,problems that will affect his
work performance? -

Is his changing jobs a sign of growth or defeat?
Are his reasons for leaving jobs creditable and

fa able or unfavorable?
I- this organization the right one for him?
Do is Strong points supplement or duplicate ths

atre s of the organization?
Can he control his weaknesses?
Are his strengths related to the critical require-

Ments of the job?
If he displays contradictions, what are the most,

recent signs of the most relevant characteristics?
What needs is he ;filling to strive and "die" for?
Is he honest?
Is his performance in the interview sufficiently

superior to outweigh his poor showing when judged.
by other selection methods and vice versa? What is the
known validity of these mods in this particular case?
(p. 252)

REFERENCE CHECKING GUIDELINES

Reference checking is an excellent adjunct to other
selection methods because it provides information =
behavior, not traits, and because the behavior eval-
uated has been observed in a natural, rather than an

situation. But there are weaknesses:

its lack of Standardization and objectivity.
the degree of similarity of the work situation.
the characteristics of those prOvi'ding the

information &re direct reflected in their evalua-
tion as in the behavior of those being evaluated.

the relevance of reference information varies
considerably from applicant to applicant. (p. 255)
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